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Ferrari 360 Modena F1 Gearbox 2001 LHD   Every sportscar

enthusiast wants to own once in his lifetime a Ferrari! For some this

step into Ferrari ownership is difficult to take, just because they don't

see themselves in a bright red, spectacular, noisy sportscar, as 95%

of all Ferraris in reality are. Luckily for those enthusiasts (I am myself

one of them, but it seems also Enzo Ferrari himself was) Ferrari

produced also gentlemens sportCoupés. The 250 GTE from the early

sixties was one of the first of such Ferraris. I see this particular 360

Modena also in the same tourismo spirit. First of all there is the

smooth, very elegant design by Pininfarina, but secondly the well

chosen discreet colour combination of medium grey metallic

combined with a dark red leather interior, which makes this Ferrari

360 Modena blend-in easily with modern trafic. On the other hand this

360 Modena remains a true Ferrari powered by a fantastic centrally

mounted V8 engine producing a mighty 400 HP. Fifteen years ago the

power to wheight ratio for this model was rather innovative thanks to

the use of a new all aluminium spaceframe chassis and body,

reducing weight but increasing rigidity. The sporty drive gets even

better when manipulating the F1-style sequential gearbox with wich

this 360 Modena has been fitted from new. Difficult to believe that this

360 Modena is 15 years old. The very low 38.000 Kms from new and

the meticulous full service history (belts replaced 10.000 Km ago) +

good care of the previous 3 French owners must be the explanation

for the still as-new condition this Ferrari is in today. Finally, the

posibility of Ferrari ownership becomes totally realistic at an attractive

selling price of: 59.500 Euro. What are you waiting for?  
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